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Main Event Details

Event : Conquest Last Argument of Kings Regionals
Venue : Singapore, BlitzMinis
Missions: Will be rolled randomly on the day by the TO, all tables will play the same mission
Game : Conquest Last Argument of Kings
Points : 2000
Dates : October 22 , 2022, 9.30 AM - 7 PM
Fee: SGD25 per player



1.1 LIST BUILDING
2000 points per player

Each Player must submit a PDF list from the conquest list builder web based app. Found her
https://armybuilder.para-bellum.com/

Only erratas published by 30 September 2022 will be used.

Any erratas published after 30 September 2022 will be ignored.

1.2 List Submission

Players must submit their lists by 23:59 (CET) on September 30th, 2022. Lists should be
emailed col.clausewitz@blitzandpeaces.com. This should be in a PDF format from the
army builder Webbased app

- Player's Name must be included in the file name.

List checking deadline will be October 7th, 2022. Lists will be checked by a party not
attending the tournament. All lists will also be published on our website and page.

Army Lists and other Rules References
In order to participate in a Tournament you are required to have finalized one Army List and
have it sent to the T.O. in which the composition of the Army as well as all individual point
costs are clearly stated. The total points cost for your Army may not exceed the Army point
size chosen for that event by the T.O.

For the duration of the Tournament you must play all games using the same Army List
without changing the Army composition, upgrades etc. in any way. You are required to have
at least one printed copy of your Army List for your reference and your opponents’ perusal.

In order for you to submit your Army List it must be recorded in either one of two ways. You
may either use the Conquest TLAOK Order of Battle form, or have your Army List exported
through the official Conquest TLAOK Army Builder. Choosing the latter will also allow you to
have a handy rules reference as well as the detailed breakdown of your force, minimizing the
amount of documents you may potentially be carrying with you.

You may find the Army Builder here: https://armybuilder.para-bellum.com/
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Finally, you may bring with you any printed or digital official document for you to reference
rules, or any other form of documentation that is of help to you. Please keep in mind that
when an opponent asks you about a rule you are using it is your responsibility to have an
up-to-date version of the rules with you, whether in physical or digital form.

2.1 Schedule
Saturday October 22nd, 2022

Briefings : 0915 - 0930
Game 1 : 0930 - 1130
Lunch : 1130 - 1200
Game 2 : 1200 - 1400
Game 3 : 1415 - 1615

3.1 Timings

1. Each round will last for 2 hours.

2. Both Players must get the same number of turns played. There will be an overtime
period of up to 10 minutes available to give the player who went second the
opportunity to catch up.

3. Refer to section 4.2 for Resolution of games that end with no one achieving the
objectives by the time limit.

3.2 Terrain to expect

Each game has about 3-5 terrain pieces on a 6x4 table

- Impassable terrain is allowed

- Terrain is set up by the TO

- Minimum distance between terrain pieces is the front side of a 3 stand Regiment.
aka a 3 stand regiment should fit comfortably through it.

- A single garissonable terrain is allowed with a capacity of 3 at least 14" from the
center of an objective.
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4.1 Missions Table

Terrain will be preset by the TO and system allocated pairings via Swiss will try to rotate you
around tables.

Missions are to be selected from the Organized Play Scenarios list found here:
https://www.para-bellum.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/09/Organized_Play_6Senarios.pdf

4.2 Scoring System

The tournament will be scored in order Wins / VP / Points Destroyed.
Time outs will be ruled by who achieved the most VP / Points destroyed

At the end of each Round, each winner will gain 2 TP (Tournament Points), while the
defeated will receive 0 TP. In case of a tie, both players will gain 1 TP. At the end of each
Round, the TO (Tournament Organizer) will note for each player: their TP and their VP
(Victory Points). The Players are then sorted according to their TP score, then according to
their VP (as a tiebreaker); this is called “Standings”.

During the first Round of the Tournament, each player is paired randomly with an opponent,
these will be the pairings for the first round. If there is an odd number of players then see the
“Byes and Odd Number of Players” section of the Tournament Pack. Once pairings are
finalized each player will receive a Tournament Record Sheet and write their name, Victory
Points and opponent. At the end of the game the players will also note down the amount of
Tournament Points they received this game. Then players return the Record Sheets to the
T.O.

For subsequent Tournament Rounds, no player may be paired with an opponent they have
already played again during this event. To assign pairs after the first Round, the T.O. will
base the pairings on the player’s Tournament Point totals. Sort the player’s Tournament
Record Sheets into piles based on the amount of players’ total TP. Then randomly assign the
pairs from each pile.

If a pile has an odd number of players, pair the last player in the pile with the highest number
of Tournament Points against someone from the pile with the next-highest Tournament
Points. A player should not be paired with opponent’s from a different pile more than once
per event. Once pairings are final, players are given their Tournament Record Sheets back
and once again write their opponent’s name and all necessary information similar to what
happened in the first Round.
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Conceding
Even though conceding is not encouraged, as there is always a chance of winning,
occasionally there are circumstances that will prompt a player to concede a game during an
event or voluntarily leave the event entirely. When a player concedes during a game, their
opponent is granted a Victory and the game goes on for the winning player to score as many
Victory Points as the Round limit and/or other factors would allow. The conceding player
receives a loss and counts as having scored no Victory points. A T.O. maintains the right to
disqualify a conceding player from an event, if the concession is deemed to be unsporting.
e.g. A case of intentionally conceding to help another player score a Victory.

4.3 Rules/Issues Resolution

1. Players should first consult the rule book and Errata. Go over the rule/issue
step-by-step together to see if a solution can be found.

2. Call a referee. This should be one of the official referees

3. The decision of the referee is final and may not be contested.
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4.4 Tournament Rules

1. No proxies are allowed unless the model is not available from any source pre-approved
by the organisers. Except for retinues and Command Models may be used even if
unreleased. But these must be clearly declared.

2. Roll the dice in the open and allow your opponent to see the rolls. If he/she did not see
the dice, the roll didn’t happen and the roll is re-done.All dice not on a completely flat
surface should be re-rolled. EITHER player may demand a re-roll, and conversely, if
both players are fine with a roll, it can be kept.

3.
4. Cooked or tampered dice – any players found using tampered dice will be disqualified

and barred from the event and future ATC events.

5. Games are to be played one on one. No one other than those playing at the table
should ask any questions. No leading, tips or any other comments are to be passed
by a third party. Leading questions such as “What’s left in your core formation?” or
“hmmm have you rolled your strike aircraft?” are not allowed and instances should be
reported to TO and a penalty will apply.

6. Discuss the terrain and agree on how each piece will be played. If you can’t come to an
agreement, either dice off or call a referee or the TO. The referee’s/TO’s decision is final.

7. If there are questions, call your team’s captains to solve the issue at hand and if no
solution is found, then call a referee or the TO. Each side explains the situation and the
ref makes a decision. Refrain from having people all speaking at once; it causes tensions
to rise and makes it difficult to understand the situation.

8. Changes in game states cannot be undone after any dice are rolled. If there is any doubt,
please resolve it before rolling dice.

9. Slow Play / Stalling
a. Set-up.

Intentionally taking more time than needed during set-up or while playing a game
is cheating. The defender gets 10 minutes to set up their force in mobile and
defensive battles if setting up half of their army, and 15 minutes when setting up
their full army. Any platoons not fully on the table at the end of the time limit arrive
as reserves (needing the standard 5+ roll to appear; these platoons appear as
per reserves placement per the scenario).

b. Gaming.
You have 3 hours for your game, and there is no maximum number of rounds.
Roll multiple dice at a time when taking saves for a stand that receives more than
one hit. Work out your plans during the other guy’s turn. If slow play is occurring,
the player should first discuss with their captains. If the issue persists, call a
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referee. The penalty for Slow Play is one point deducted from the game score
for each instance.

Models
The most important part of any Army is, well the soldiers themselves! You are required to
bring all your own Models and correct size Stands for each Regiment. The Models need to
accurately represent each entry in your Army List and so they have to abide by the following
rules in regards to conversions and painting. A player may not use a model that has not
been officially released yet either as a product or as part of a promotion. e.g. The Season 0
kit of the Organized Play program, awarded players with an alternative version of the
Tempered Sorcerer. That model may be used in an official Tournament even though it has
not been officially released to retail.

You are free to use 3rd party Stands as long as they are the correct size, that is the size of
the Stands included in the boxed set of that Regiment. You are also free to customize and
decorate your Stands as much as you want, as long as it remains clear what Models are on
each Stand. You may also use any accessories or system of moving Stands on the
battlefield that a) does not change the footprint of the Regiment and b) does not obstruct
play.

Painting
Painting is an important part of our hobby and the way we paint our armies is an integral part
of their story. Therefore, an army is expected to be painted at a 3-color minimum and bases
and Stands are expected to be based and primed. After all it’s your Army that wins battles,
not just any Army, it should be decorated with your colors!
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5.1 Player Guidelines

1. We’re all here to have fun and play with toy soldiers. Civil and respectful behavior is
the standard expected from all players in the event. Aggressive, rude behaviour or
violence is unacceptable and will result in a disqualification of the player and a ban
from future events.

2. Remember that English is not everyone’s first (and sometimes fourth) language at
ATC. Speak slowly and clearly. Half of the arguments out there are caused not by
nefarious intent, but through misunderstandings.

3. Doubts about special rules or potentially tricky situations should be discussed
BEFORE a conflict arises. It is essential that both players feel comfortable with how
the game is being played at every moment. Intentions and moves should be stated
clearly to all players so no misunderstandings arise.

4. At any time if a team feels that they have been treated in an unsporting manner, they
should inform a ref or the TO about it. This way the conflicting situations can be
recorded and further discussed with the affected teams in order to prevent further
unsporting behaviour during the event.

For the penalties listed above, small point deductions can alter the winner of the game. The
penalty for violations is one point deducted from the game score for each instance.
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Goodie Bag and Loot

Each player who has played at least three games in the tournament will receive the
following:

- Tournament code credit via PB living world
- 12 PB card sleeves
- Chance in the Lucky draw

Prizes

- The winning player will receive an Apex Predator Model from PB and more TBA

- Random Raffles prizes for all teams: Pool will increase in size if 16 players participate

- The player with the best painted army will receive store 4 bottles of paint of his/her
choice.
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